View the complete version: I hate Ebay on occasion

Posted by: Matt
Date: 07-12-2011 23:14:23
Bloody site. Had to end a listing and restart it because it appears to be ignoring all of my seller preferences. To really
add insult to injury, it goes and puts a totally different reason on the old listing as to why I'd ended it rather than the
reason I entered when ending the listing. It really is a crappy, shonky system they have. A ten year old wearing a blindfold
could probably make a better job of half their site than their so-called professional coders.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-12-2011 23:18:31
????? :whistle:
Posted by: meooo
Date: 07-12-2011 23:22:04
You're actually SELLING something??
Posted by: Matt
Date: 07-12-2011 23:32:10
It's nowt special or suchlike. :D Just a polariser assembly for a LNB. Thing with those though is that they've always been
used far more on the continent than over here, (they were generally seen as a specialised thing over rather than a
commonplace one), so I was quite willing to send that one over there if needs be. Until I found out that Ebay was blocking
anyone outside the UK from bidding on it, that is, hence why I had to stop and relist, as I couldn't alter the original
listing, apparently. No such thing set in my seller preferences though. Those block nothing, yet Ebay obviously think they
know better than me how to setup my listings. Tw@ts.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 07-12-2011 23:39:45
Plus, on another Ebay note, I've had to chop the handle off, and burn out the portion in the head, of the axe which came
through today. Finally managed to drop on an old axe which some numpty hadn't attacked with a grinding wheel, only to find
out that it was showing signs of a minor woodworm attack at some point, so no way on earth I was leaving that shaft on. :D
So, I need a new shaft for this hand axe now. :D Nice piece though, in well used, but unbutchered blade, condition.
Posted by: meooo
Date: 08-12-2011 00:04:20
Yeah!.... I can see getting woodworm in your firewood could be a problem :whistle:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 08-12-2011 00:16:31
:wall: :wall: :D Sod the firewood. It's my workshop contents I'm worried about. :D
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 08-12-2011 00:23:00
Matt wrote:
Bloody site. Had to end a listing and restart it because it appears to be ignoring all of my seller

preferences. To really add insult to injury, it goes and puts a totally different reason on the old listing as to why I'd
ended it rather than the reason I entered when ending the listing. It really is a crappy, shonky system they have. A ten year
old wearing a blindfold could probably make a better job of half their site than their so-called professional coders.
Does that mean there's still a chance for me then? :w00t:
:rofl: :rofl: :rofl:
Posted by: meooo
Date: 08-12-2011 08:12:08
Brummie wrote:
Matt wrote:
Bloody site. Had to end a listing and restart it because it appears to be ignoring all
of my seller preferences. To really add insult to injury, it goes and puts a totally different reason on the old listing as
to why I'd ended it rather than the reason I entered when ending the listing. It really is a crappy, shonky system they
have.
A ten year old wearing a blindfold could probably make a better job of half their site than their so-called professional
coders.
Does that mean there's still a chance for me then? :w00t:
:rofl: :rofl: :rofl:
No :lol: :lol:

